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ABSTRACT 

A description of the premission planning, real- 
time situation, and pwtflight analysis for the lunar 
descent and ascent phases of the Apollo 11 mission, 
the first manned lunar landing, is given. Actual 
flight results a r e  shown to be in agreement with pre- 
mission planning. Based on Apollo 11 postflight 
analysis, a navigation correction capability was pro- 
vided for Apollo 12. A preliminary postflight sum- 
mary of the descent for Apollo 12, the first  $inpoint 
landing, is also included. 



APOLLO LUNAR DESCENT AND ASCENT TRAJECTOR IES 

By Floyd V. Bennett 
Manned Spacecraft Center 

I NTROD UCTI ON 

Lunar Module (LM) descent and ascent premission planning for landing men on 
the moon started in 1962 with the decision to use the lunar orbit rendezvous (LOR) 
technique for the Apollo mission (ref. 1). The LOR concept advanced by Houbolt and 
others is defined in references 1 and 2. This technique allowed design of LM systems 
and trajectory planning to be optimized for orbital descent to and a a c e ~ ~ t  from the lunar 
surface. 

The LM descent was designed to be accomplished in two powered flight maneu- 
vers: a descent orbit insertion (DOI) maneuver and the powered descent maneuver. 
The DO1 maneuver, a short or  impulsive-type transfer maneuver, is performed to 
reduce the orbit altitude from the command and service module (CSM) parking orbit to 
a lower altitude for efficiency in initiating the longer, more complex powered descmt 
maneuver. The basic trajectory design for the powered descent was divided into three 
operational phases: an initial fuel-optimum phase, a landing approach transition phase, 
and a final translation and touchdown phase. The initial trajectory analysis which led 
to this  design was performed by Ber, -ett an3 Price (ref. 3). In reference 4, Cheatham 
and Bennett provided a detailed description of the L M  descent design strategy. This 
description illustrates the complex interactions among systems (guidance, navigation 
and control, propulsion, and landing radar), crew, trajectory, and op.?rational con- 
straints. A more detailed description of the guidance, navigation, and control system 
is given by Sears (ref. 5). As LM systems changed from design concept to reality and 
as operational co2straints were modified, it was necessary to modify o r  reshape the 
descent trajectory; however, the basic three-phase design philosophy was still utilized. 

The LM ascent was designed as a single powered flight maneuver to return the 
crew from the lunar surface (or from an aborted descent) to a satisfactory orbit from 
which rendezvous with the CSM could be performed. The basic trajectory design for 
the powered ascent was divided into two operational phases: a vertical r ise phase for 
surface clearance and a fuel-optimum phase for orbit insertion. Thus, the ascent - 

planning was more straightforward than the descent planning (and, because of the lack 
of atmosphere, simpler earth launch planning). 

The purpose of the present report is to describe the premission operational plan- 
ning for LM descent and ascent, that is, to describe the bridge from design planning to 
flight operational status. A discussion of the primary criteria which precipitated the 
plan for  Apollo 11, the first manned lunar landing on July 20, 1969; a comparisonof the 



real-  t ~ m e  siblation with this j~lan; and a discussion of the postflight analysis and i ts  ap- 
plication to Apollo 12 and subsequent missions a r e  included. A preliminary postflight 
d i s c ~ s s i o n  of Apollo 12, the first pinpoint landing, is also included. 

The author wishes to ackn~wledge the members of the Lunar Landing Section of 
the Lanciing Analysis Branch (Mission Planning and Analysis Division) who contributed 
to the generation of much of the data presented in this report, particularly, Vl. M. Rolt, 
J. H .  Alphin, J. D. Payne, and J. V. West. 

PREM I SS ION PLANNING 

Premission planning er~tai ls  an integration of mission requirements o r  objectives 
with  system^ and crew capabilities and constraints. This integration is t ime varyhg  
since neither mission requirements nor systems performance remain static. This 
statement has been particularly true of the LM descent and ascent maneuvers which 
have been 7 years in design and planning. 

A major problem in the design of the descent and ascent maneuvers was the lack 
of a sbtisfactory flight simulation; that is, these maneuvers could be simulated prop- 
erly only by actual performance of the first manned lunar landing mission. For this 
reason, considerable effort has been spent on reliability, redundancy, and flight safety. 

In this section, the final evolution of the planning for the descent and ascent ma- 
neuvers for tipollo ll, the f i rs t  manned lunar landing, will be described. A brief de- 
scription of the pertinent systems, the guidance logic, the operational design phases, 
the trajectory characteristics, and the A V  and propellant requirements for each ma- 
neuver is provided. 

Descent Planning 

The LM descent from the CSM park- 
ing orbit (approximately 62 by 58 nautical 
miles) is illustrated in figure 1. After the 
LM and the CSM have undocked and sepa- 
rated a safe distance (several hundred 
feet), the LM performs -rX)I, which is the 
f i r s t  and the simplest of the two descent 
maneuvers. Descent orbit insertion, which 
i s  a short retrograde maneuver of approx- 

(62 11 56 N MI.) LM DESCEN1 ORB11 

CSM OPm'*- (60 N. MI. BY 50.000 

. . . I  1 b UNDOCKING 

SUN 

imately 75 fps performed with the descent I;~IH 

engine, i s  made a t  a position in the orbit 
180 " (Hohmann -type transfer) from pow - Figure 1. - Lunar module descent. 
ered descent initiation (YDI), the secoiid 
descent maeuve r .  The purpose of the 
DO1 is to efficiently reduce the orbit altitude f rom approximately 60 nautical miles 
to 50 000 feet for  PDI. Performance of contir~uous powered dcscent from altitudes 
much greater  thwl 50 000 feet i s  inefiicient, and a PDI a t  lower than 50 000 feet can C 
become a safety hazard (ref. 3). The DO1 i s  described in the operational trajectory 
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documentation a t  MSC and is discussed further in the section of this report entitled 
"Real-Time Analysis. " Powered descent planning will bc discussed iri the rernrti:~der 
of this section. 

Operational phases df powered descent. - The LM powtieci descent trajectory de- 
sign was established (ref. 1 )a s  a three-phase maneuver (as illustrated in fig. 2) to sat-  
isfy the operational requirements imposed 

ance and targeting logic for  achieving-these operational phases i s  given in the following 
sections. A detailed description of e a  c h phase is also g i v  e n  in the operational 
trajectory documentation. 

1)'. such a maneuver. The f i r s t  phase, 
called the braking phase, i s  designed pr i -  C S M  ~ J R I I I  

marily for  efficient propellant usage while (60  N MI I 

reducing orbit veiccity and guiding to "high 
"F\ 

gate" conditions fcir  initiation of the second 
phase, called the approcch phase. m~ 
term~'highgate"isderivedfromai~~craIt .  - 
pilot terminologyfor beginning the app;c?ach Lo, 

to an airport. The approach phase is de- 
signed for pilot visual (out the window) mon- 
itoring of the approach to the lunar s u r f x e .  1 

Systems description. - The success of the LM powered descent is dependent upon 
the smooth interaction of several systems. The pertinent systems a r e  the primary 
guidance, navigation, and control system (PGNCS); the descent propulsion system 
(DPS); the reaction control system (RCS); the laading radar (LR); and the landing point 
designator (LPD). A detailed description of each system and of the characteristic per- 
formance of each system is given in reference 6. A brief description of each system 
follows. 

The PGNCS consists of two major subsystems: an inertial measurement unit 
@MU) and a computer. The IMU is the navigation sensor, incorporating accelerometers 
and gyros to sense changes in velocity and attitude reference. The IMU sends this in- 
formation to the computer, which contains preprogramed logic for navigation, for cal- 
culation uf guidance commands, for  execution of st:-ering commands (by means of the 
digital autopilot (DAP)) to the DPS and RCS, for  processing of LR measurements of 
range and velocity relative to the lunar surface, and for  display of information to the 
crew. The crew controls the choice of computer operation through a display and key- 
board (DSKY) assembly. A description of the guidance logic is given in a subs~quent  
section. A complete description of the guidance, navigation, and control logic 1s given 
in reference 7. 

The final (or landing) phase, which begins 
a t  "low gate'' conditions (again from pilot 
terminology), is designed to provide con - LANDING L O W  G A T E  MANUAL CONTROL 

tinued visual assessment of the landing site 
and to provide compatibility f o r  pilot take - Figure 2. . Operatioilal phases of powered 
over from automatic control fo r  the final descent. 
touchdown on the surface. A brief descrip- 
tion of the systems required and the guid- 

I N I I I A L  EVENT 

POI 

H l ~ H  G A ~ ~  APPROACH 

D E S I G N  CRITERIA 

M I N I M I Z E  PROPELLANT U S A G E  5 CREW VISIBILITY 



The PPS. containir?.~ tlic rocket en!;ine used for  luriar descent and i t s  controls, 
c-onsiats o f  a throttle and a gimbal drive capable of ;6° of motion. The engine has  a 
n i m i n ~ u m  thrust of approxinxitely 10 000 pounds (nominal engines varying f rom 92.5 to 
95. 5 percent of the desicrr. thrust o f  10 500 pounds). This  thrust level i s  refer red  to as 
the fixed throttle position (FTP) and is used for  efficient velocity reduction during the 
braking phase. It is throttleable between 10 percent nnd 60 percent fox. controlled op- 
erat ions in the approach and landing phases. The throttle can be controlled automati- 
cally by the PGNCS guidance commands o r  by manual controls. The gimbal drive is 
controlled automatically by tho IIAP f o r  slow attitude r s t e  commands. For  high rate 
changes, the DAP controls t!:e RCS. which c-onsists of f a i r  groups of four smal l  control 
rockets (100 pounds of th rus t  each) rllounted on the JAM to control pitch, roll, and yaw. 

The LR, nlounted at tht bottom r e a r  of the LM,  is the navigation sensor  which 
j~rovides ranging and velccity irlformation relative to the lunar surface. The LR con- 
s i s t s  of four  radar  beams, one to provide ranging measurenlents and three to provide 
velocity measurements.  This k i l n  pattern, which i s  illustrated relative to the L M  
body axis  systein in fitprc 3, can b,n oriented in one of two positions, zs  shown in 
pa r t s  (c) and (d). Position 1 i s  ~ i s c d  in the braking phase when the LM is oriented near  
the horizontal. Position 2 is used in t.he approach and landing phases as the LM orien- 
tation nears  a vertical attitude. The guidance computer converts the ranging informa-. 
tion to altitude and updates i t s  navigated s ta te  every 2 seconds. The guidance computer 
a lso  converts the velocity measurcmenl along each beam to platform coordinates and 
updates a single component of i t s  navigated velocity every 2 seconds (requiring 6 sec- 
onds for  a cornpieie velocity update). The LR data a r e  a lso  weight-d before they are 
i!~corporated into the computer (ref. 7). 

LOCATION Oi LR 

Dl,  0 2 ,  0 3  ARE 

VELOCITY BEAMS 
e D4 IS AN ALTITUOE 

BEAM 

"3 

(a) Lunar lnodule body axes. (b) Landing radar  antenna axes. 

Figure 3 .  - Lunar. module body and LH axes. 



(c) Landing radar position 1 (used in brak- (d) Landing L-adar position 2 (wed on ap- 
ing phase). proach and landing phases). 

Figure 3. - Concluded. 

The final system to be described is 
a grid on the commander's forward window 
called the LPD (fig. 4). The window is 
marked on the inner and outer panes to 
form an aiming device o r  eye position. 
During the approach and landing phases, 
the computer calculates the look angle (rel- 
ative to the forward body axis ZB) to the 

landing site and displays it on the DSKY. 
The commander can then sight along the 
angle on the LPD (zero being along ZB) 

to view the landing area to which he is 
being guided. If the commander desires 
to change the landing area, he can make 
incremental changes in plane o r  cross  
range by moving the hand controller in the 
appropriate direction to provide inputs to 
the computer. Croso-range position is 
changed in 2' increments, and in-plane 
position is changed in 0.5' increments. 
See references 7 and 8 for a detailed de- 
ccription of the guidance logic. 

LLANDING POINT DESIGNATOR 
(LOOKING OUT BOARD) 

Figure 4. -. Forward window. 



Guidance logic. - -  Thr\ biisir descent guidance logic i s  defined by an acceleration 
c ~ o n l ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ % ~ i c h  i s  a quadratic function of time and is ,  therefore, termed quadratic 
guidance. A simplified flow ch2.1-t of this quadratic .guidance i s  given in figure 5. The 

cSurl-cbnt LM position and veloc-ity kectors 

and ? arc. determined from the navigation ,,,A,, ,O",,,Es MEMORY 

routine. The desired (or target) position 

vector 2 velocity vector acrelex-- 
D ' D ' 

ation vector A' and down-range cornpo- D9 
nent of jerk J a r e  obtained from the DZ 
st!- red memory. (Jerk i s  the time deriv- 
ative of acceleration. ) The down-range = A,- [&(c + ~ ~ ) / ~ c o ] - [ t l ( i  - t , ) / ~ o o 2 ] ]  

- (horizontal) components of these state vec- 
tors  (current and desired) a r e  used in the 

Ld 
jerk equaticn to determine t i  m e  to go 
(TGO), that i s ,  the time to go from current UNIT T 

to desired conditions. If the TGO, the cur- 
rent state, and the desired state a r e  known, 

THROTTLE DAP then t h e commanded acceleration vec- 
2 

tor AC i s  determined from the quadratic Figure 5. - Basic descent guidance logic. 

guidance law. It should be noted that the 
acceleration command equation yields in- 
finite commands when TGO reaches zerc. For this reason, the targeting is biased 
such that desired conditions a r e  acnieved prior to TGO reaching zero. Using space- 

h 
craft mass M, calculating the acceleration differential between comman4ed and lunar 

gravity b, and applying Newton's law yields a commanded thrust vector ? The C ' 
magnitude of the vector is used to provide automatic throttling of thp DPS. When the 
throttle commands exceed the throttle region of the DPS (10 to 60 percent), maximum 
thrust (FTP) i s  applied. The vector direction i s  used by the DAP to orient the DPS 
thrust, by either t r im gimbal attitude commands a r  RCS commands to reorient the en- 
t i re  spacecraft. 

During the powered descent, the guidance computer provides several sequential 
programs (P-63 to P-67) for guidance and control operations. A description of each 
program follows. A complete description of the descent guidance logic and guidance 
modes i s  given in references 7 to 9. The f i rs t  program is P-63 entitledubraking phase 
guidance. " Program P-63 contains an ignition algorithm and the basic guidance logic. 
The ignition logic. determines the time for the crew to ignite the DPS for PDI, based on 
a stored (preselected) surface range to the landing site. After ignition, the basic mid-  
ance logic i s  used to steer  to the desired conditions for beginning the approach phase. 
A s  stated previously, the targets are selected with a bias such that the desired condi- 
tions are achieved prior to TGO reaching zero. When TGO reaches a preselected 
value, the guidance program switches automa+ically from program P-63 tu pro- 
gram P-64 entitled "approach phase guidance. " This program contains the same basic 
guidance logic, but a new set  of targets. These targets are selected to provide tra- 
jectory shapinh throughout the approach and landing phases and to establieh conditions 
':or initiating ar, automatic vertical descent from a low altitude to touchdown. In 



addition, program P-64 provides window pointing logic for the LPD operation. That is ,  
the landing point will be maintained along the LPI) grid on the commander's window. 
During th is  time, the crew can make manual inputs with the attitude hand controller to 
change incrementally (down range o r  c ross  range) the intended landing s i te  and remain 
in automatic guidacce. (See the section of t.his report entitled "Systems Description. ") 

Again, when TGO reaches a prese- 
1 ectcd value, the guidance program switches 
automatically from program P-64 to pr3- 
g ram P-65 entitled "vehcity nulling guid- 
ance. " This program nulls all components 
of velocity to preselected values and is 
used for an automatic vertical descent to 
the surface, if desired. No position con- 
trol  is used during this guidaace mode. 
The sequencing for automatic guidance is 
illustrated in figure 6. 

FINA: ACCROACH~ '-63/r-et4 

LANDINO CHASES 

ON TO0 

BRAKING 
CHASZ 

a a w t  
Program P-66 entitled "rate of de-- WURANCE C-6s IS VELOCIIY NULLHO ONLY 

scent" and program P-67 entitled "rrrauai li.o..NO POSRION r A r o m  - - 
guidance" a r e  optional modes which can be 
used at crew discretion (manually called Figure 6. - Target sequence for automatic 
up through DSKY) at any time during the descent guidancs. 
automatic guidance modes (programs P-63, 
P-64, o r  P -65). During P-66 operation, 
the crew controls spacecraft attitude, and the computer commands the DYS throttle in 
order  to maiatain the desired altitude rate. The desired altitude rate can be adjusted 
by manual inputs from the crew. This mode is normally entered late in P-64 operation 
(near low gate) prior  to P-65 switching for manual control or' the final touchdown posi- 
tion. Program P- 57 maintains navigation and display operations for complete ma.nua1 
control of the throttle a.nd attitude. Normally, this mode is not used unless pro- 
gram P-66 is inoperative. 

Braklng phase. - A scale drawing of the LM powered descent for the Apolio 11 
mission is given in figure 7. The intended landing a rea  (designated Apollo sitc? 2) in 
the Sea of Tranquility is centered at latitude 0.6' N and longitude 23.5' E. Tire m2jor 
events occurring during the braking phase (illustrated in fig. 7 and tabulated in ti31i.i I) 
a r e  discussed as follows. The braking phase is initiated at a preselected rangc ,l?rox- 

JP imately 260 nautical miles) f rom the landing site near perilune of the descent 1, .--- 
o r b :  (altitude of appraximately 50 000 feet). Thas point is PDI, which coincide . . 'h  
DPS ignition. Ignition is preceded by a 7.5-second RCS ullage burn to settle the UPS 
propellants. The DPS is ignited at t r im (10 percent) throttle. This throttle setting is 
held for 26 seconds to allow the DPS engine gimbal to be alined (or trimmedj through 
the spacecraft center of gravity before throttling up to the maximum, o r  fixed throttle, 
position. The braking phase is designed for efficient reduction of orbit velocity (ap- 
proximately 5560 fps) and, therefore, uses maximum thrust for most of the phase; 
however, the DPS is throttled during thefinal 2 minutes of t h i ~  phase for guidance con- 
trol  of dispersions in thrust and trajectory. As stated earl ier ,  the DPS is throttleable 
only between 10 and 60 percent; therefore, during FTP operation, the guidance is 
targeted such that the commanded quadrat~c ac ceherat ion (and con.sequently the com - 
mandea thrust) is a decreasing function. When the command decre:ases to 5? percent 
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Figure 7. - Apollo 11 LM powered descent. 

TABLE I. - APOLLO 1 1  PREMISSlON POWERED DESCENT EVENT SVLMFIP.RY 

Event n1n:scc rate. 
!ps f t 

I---- 
1 I I r 

--- 
A Uliage 

B Powered descent ! - 4  48 814 0 
in~tiation 

i I i 

E LR altitude / 04:18 1 3065 1 -89 f9 201 1 2536 1 
I I I 

I 0 m r o t t l e  lo maxi-  i 00:26 
I 5529 mum thrvst 
I 

D Rotate to windows- 1 02~56 1 4000 
up positio3 

I i I 

F Throttle 
recover-j 

i update I I ! I I 

I I b w  pate 1 i0:06 1 55 ( 5 8 )  1 -16 512 ( 6176 
1 

31 I 

1572 

I 

,I Touchdown @robe 1 I I1:54 I -15 ($1 1 -I 1 12 / 6775 
contact 1 

-3 

-50 

a T ~ m e  from ~ g n ~ t l o n  of the DPS. 

b~arlzl,ntal r e l o r ~ t y  r e l a t ~ v e  to surface. 

48 725 

44 934 

I 



(a 3-percent low bias), the DPS .s throttled as commanded (illustrated by the time his- 
tory of commanded and actud thrust shown in fig. 8(a)). The thrust attitude (pitch) 
profile i s  shown in figure 8(b). Early in the descent, orientation about the thrust axis 
is by pilot discreticn. The Apollo 11 cre-iv. oriented in a windows-down attitude for vis- 
ual :round tracking as a gross navigation check. Rotation tc a windows-up attitude is 
per'ormed at an altitude of approxiniatt.ly 45 000 feet so that the LR can acquire the 
lunar surface in order to update the guidance computer estimates of altitude and veloc- 
ity. Altitude updating is expected to begin at an altitude of apprcximately 39 000 feet. 
Ve!nc.ity updating is expected to begin at approximately 22 000 feet. 

- ACTUAL ---- COMMANDED 

0 2 4 6 I 10 12 
TIME FROM IGNITION. MlN 

3- MS)tnslON I2O AClROACn -_ ~ - -  BRLKINC--------I---: T ~ U O I ~ L E  RLCOVERV 
LAN'IING 

(a) Thrust. (b) Attitude. 

rlrcn FROM 
THIUS?, LB VERTICAL DEC 

40 

Figure 8. - Time history of thrust and attitude. 
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The braking phase is terminated when the guidance-calculated TGO (to achieve 
targets) is reduced to 60 seconds. Termination occurs a t  an altitude of approximately 
TO00 feet, a range of approximately 3 .5  nautical miles from the landing site, and a 
time from ignition (TFI) of 8 minutes 25 seconds. The guidance computer automati- 
cally switches programs and targets from program P-63 tc program P-64 in order to 
begin the approach phase, as explained in the previous section. 

0 2 TIME 4 FROM .\\ ICNIIION. 6 1 MIN 10 I? 

Approach phase. - The approach phase (fig. 9) provides visual monitoring of the 
approach to the lunar surface. That is, the guidance (program P-64) is targeted to , , - 
provide spacecraft attitudes and flight time adequate to permit crew visibility of the - 
landing area through the forward window throughout the approach phase. At high gate, 

I: 

in addition to the guidance program switch, the LR antenna is switched from position 1 3 

to position 2 for operation near the surface. (See the section of this report entitled 
"Systems Descrigtion. ") The trajectory approach angle (glide angle) is shown to be 
approximately 16 relative to the surface. This angle allows the crew visual line of 
sight to the landing area to be above the sun angle (10.9' nominal to 13.6' maximum) 
even in dispersed (up to 30) situations. The anJe above the sun line is desirable be- 
cause surface features tend to be washed out when looking along o r  below the sun line. 
(See ref. 10. ) The LM attitude, LPD angle, and LR beam geometry a re  also shown in 
figure 9. During the approac:: :Awe, the altitude decreases from 7000 to 500 feet, the 
range decreases from approximately 4.5 nautical miles to 2000 feet, and the time of 
flight is apprmimatelv 1 minute 40 seconds. Although no guidance changes o r  other 



transients are made, operationally, the approach phase is considered to be terminated 
at an altitude of 500 feet (low gate), at which point the landing phase begins. 

FORWARD W I N D O W  V I E W  

RANGE, FT 
I I I a 1 1 1 1 I I 
0 I 2 3 4 4.5 

RANGE, N. MI. 

Figure 9. - Approach phase. 

Landing phase. - The landing phase is designed to provide continued visual as- 
sessment of the landirq site and to provide compatibility for pilot takeover from the 
automatic control. No change occurs in guidance law o r  targets a t  this point (low gate) 
because the approach phase targets have been selected to satisfy the additional con- 
straints. The approach and landing phase targets (program P-64) yield conditions for 
initiating the automatic vertical descent from an altitude of approximately 150 feet at 
a 3-fps vertical downward altitude rate. These conditions, along with the selected ac- 
celeration and jerk targets, yield trajectory conditions at  a 500-foot altitude of 60 fps 
of forward velocity, 16 fps of vertical rate, and an attitxde of apprmimately 16O off 
the vertical. These conditions were considered satisfactory by the crew for takeover 
of manual control. Should the crew continue on automatic guidance, a t  a TGO of 10 sec- 
onds, program P-65 (the velocity nulling guihnce) is automatically called to maintain 
the velocities for  vertical desce~lt to the surface. Probes (extended 5.6 feet ;elow the 
landing pads), upon making surface contact, activate a light which signals the crew to 
shut down the DPS manually, whether using automatic o r  manual guidance. The land- 
ing phase trajectory is shown under automatic guidance in figure 10. 

Premission estimates of dispersions in landing position a re  shown in figure 11. 
These dispersions, which a r e  based on a Monte Carlo analysis, include all known sys- 
tems performance as defined in refe?ence 6. Based on this analysis, the 99-percent- 
probability landing ellipse was determined to be + 3.6 nautical miles in plane by 
+ 1.3 nautical miles cross range. 
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Figure 10. - Landing phase. 

Figure 11. - Predicted Apollo 11 landing dispersions. 
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The AV arid p2opellant requirements. - The AV &ld propellant requirements 
a re  det ?rmined by the nominal trajectory design, contingency requirements, and dis- 
persions. Consequently, these requirements have ul~dergone continual change. The 
final design reqdirements a r e  reported tn reference 11. The final operation requi-e- 
ments a r e  giver. in ub le  11. The required 6827-fps AV i s  established by the auton-atic 
guided nominal. In addition, 85 fps is added to assure 2 minutes of flying time in the 
landing phase, that is, below an altitcde ol 500 feet. (The automatic guidance requires 
only 104 seco*,ds of flying time for the landing phase. ) Also, a 60-fps AV is added 
for  LPD oper'~~ion in the approach phase in order to avoid large craters  (1000 to 
2000 feet in dipnb+-ter) in the landing area. Contingency propellant allotments a r e  pro- 
vided for failure sf a DPS redundmt propellarrt flow valve and for bias on propellant 
low-level .'ight og3ration. The valve failure causes a shift in propellant mixture ratio 
and a lower U~rust (by about 160 pounds), but otherwise, DPS operation is satisfactory. 
The low-level ? .ght signifies approaching propellant depletion; therefore, a bias is used 
to protect against dispersions in the indicator. If the low-level light rjhould fail, the 
crew uses the ?ropellant gage reading of 2 percent remai~ing  as the abort decici: I i9- 
dicator. The light sensor provides more accuracy and is therefore preferred over the 

TABLE II. - DESCENT Ah' AND PLOPELLANT REQUIREMENTS 

Propellant 
remaining, 

lb 

18 260.5 

18 185.1 

17 934.6 

17 934.6 

973.7  

681.7 

681.7 

617.0  
548.3 
445.4 
301.4 

301.4 

Item 

System capacity (7051.2 lb fuel, 
11 209.3 lb oxidizer j 

Offloaded (minimize malfunction penalty) 

Unusable 

Available for AV 

Nominal required for AV (6827 fps) 

Dispersions (- 30) 

Pad 

Contingencies 

Engine valve inalfunction (AMR = i 0.016) 
Redline low-level sensor 
Redesignation (60 fps) 
Manual hover (85 fps) 

Margin 

Propellant 
required, 

lb 

- - 

75.4 

250.5 

16 960.9 

292.0 

- .. 

64 .7  
68.7  

102.9 
144.0  

- - 



gage reading. The ground flight cl3ntrollers call out time from low-level light ON in 
order to advise the crew of impending propellant depletion for an abort-or-landing de- 
cision point at  least 20 seconds prior to depletion. This procedure allows the crew to 
start  arresting the altitude rate with the DPS prior to an abort stage to prevent surface 
impact. The allowance for dispersions is determined from the Monte Carlo analysis 
mentioned previously. As can be seen from table 11, the AV and prqellant require- 
ments a re  satisfied by a positive margin of 301 pounds. This margin can be converted 
to an additional hover o r  translaticn time of 32 seconds. 

Ascent Planning 

A sketch of the LM ascent from the 
lunar surface is given in figure 1.2. The 
ascent has a single objective, namely, to 
achieve a satisfactory orbit from which 
rendezvous with the orbiting CSM can sub- 
sequently be performed. Nominally, in- 
sertion into a 9- by 45-nautical-mile orbit, 
a t  a true anorraly of 18' and an altitude of crwn (* lo 45-N. MI.oRB1~~ 

60 000 feet, is desired. The time of lift- 
off is chosen to provide the proper phasing Figure 12. - Lunar module ascent. 
for rendezvous. Not the choice of target- 
ing for rendezvous, but rather a descrip- 
tion of the powered ascent only, is the 
subject of this section. 

Systems description. - Only three pertinent systems a re  required for ascent - 
the PGNCS and the RCS, which have already been described, and the ascent propulsion 
system (APS). The AP6, unlike the DPS, is not throttl.eable and does not have a trim 
gimbal drive, but provides a constant thrust of appraxin~ately 3500 pounds throughout 
the ascent (ref. 6). Engine throttling is not required during ascent, since down-range 
position control is not a target requirement; that is, only altitude, velocity, and orbit 
plane a r e  required for  targeting. This thrust can be enhanced slightly (by zpproxi- 
mately 100 pounds) by the RCS attitude control. The ascent DAP logic is such that only 
+X body axis (along the thrust direction) jets a re  fired for attitude control during ascent. 

A fourth system, the abort guidance system (AGS), should also be mentioned. 
The AGS is a redundant guidance system to be used for guidance, navigation, and con- 
trol for ascent or aborts in the event of a failure of the PGNCS. The AGS has i ts  own 
computer and uses body-mounted sensors instead of the inertial sensors as used in the 
PGNCS. A detailed description of the AGS is given in references 12 and 13. 

Operational phases. - The powered ascent is divided into two operational phases: 
vertical r ise and orbit insertion. The vertical r ise phase is required for the ascent 
stage in order to achieve terrain clearance. (The trajectory for propellant optimiza- I 

tion takes off along the lunar surface. ) A description of trajectory parameters and L M  
attitude during the vertical r ise phase and during the transition to the orbit insertion 
phase is shown in figure 13. The guidance switches to the orbit insertion phase when 
the radial rate becomes 40 fps. However, because of DAP steering lags, the pitchover 
does not begin until a radial rate of approximately 50 fps is achieved. This delay 



gine throttling is required. For the verti- INSERTION ORBIT PARAMETERS ONBOARD DISPLAYS 
hp = SS.000 11 A1 INIERIION cal rise phase, the logic is simple: the 
h, S 4s N.MI. V = 553S.6 FPS 

initial attitude is held for 2 seconds in T = 18. i = 33.2 FPS 

order to clear the descent stage; the atti- V = 3. h = 60,085.4 FT 

tude i s  pitched to the vertical while rotat- 
ing to the desired azimuth; and termination Figure 14. - Orbit insertion phase. 

means that the vertical r ise phase is ter-  
7 5 nlinated 10 seconds after lift-off. Also, 

occurs when the altitude rate is greater 
than or  equal to 40 fps upward o r  when the 
altitude is greater than 25 000 feet (used 
for aborts off descent). 

during thz vertical rise, the L M  Z body 16- 

axis is  rotated to the desired azimuth, 
which i s  normally in the CSM orbit plane. 

14 

The orbit insertion phase is designed ,,,, 
for efficient propellant usage to achieve L I F T - O F F ,  12 
orbit conditions for subsequent rendezvous. S E c  

The orbit insertion phase, the total ascent 10 
phase performance, insertion orbit param- 
eters, and onboard displays at insertion 8 

a re  shown in figure 14. The onboard dis- 
play values reflect the computer-estimated 6 

4 values. Yaw steering i s  used during the 
2 o= 

The insertion phase guidance logic 
is defined by an acceleration command 
which is a linear function of time and is, 
therefore, termed linear guidznce. The 
TGO is determined as a function of veloc- 
ity to be gair~ed, that is ,  the difference be- 
tween current and desired velocity. This 
TGO, along with current and desired tar- 
gets, is used to determine acceleration 
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orbit insertion phase, if required, to ma- 160 80 o -80 -166 

neuver the LM into the CSM orbit plane or  DOWN-RANGE POSITION. FT 

into a plane parallel with the CSM orbit. 
In the nominal case, no yaw steering i s  Figure 13. - Vertical rise phase. 
r eq~ i red .  The nominal ascent burn time 
is 7 minutes 18 seconds with a 30 disper- 

ORB11 INSEBIION PHASE ASCENT BURNOUI 

sion of 5 17 seconds. The trajectory dis- COAST 10 IS-N. MI. ------ persions a r e  plotted in figure 15. The END VERVICAL ~ ~ s t  --., 60.000 ~1 -APOLUNE 

ascent guidance logic is discussed in the e - 167 N. MI. 

following section. 
101AL ASCEN1: 

BURN TIME = 7 MIN 18 SEC 
Guidance logic. - The ascent guidance AV REOUIREO = 6060 FPS 

logic commands only attitude since no en- ?RO?ElLANl REOUIRED = 4934 18 
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commands in radial and cross-range di- 
rections. The acceleration available from Figure 15. - Predicted Apollo 11 ascent 

the APS is oriented by firing the RCS dispersicns. 



according to the DAP logic to satisfy these commands, with any remaining acceleration 
being applied in the down-range direction. Cross-range steering is limited to 0.5'. 
Out-of-plane maneuvering greater than 0.5' is combined witb "-.e subsequent rendez- 
vous sequencing maneuvers. When TGO becomes less  than 4 seconds, a timer is acti- 
vated to cut off the APS at that time. 

Three ascent guidance programs a r e  used: program P- 12 for ascent from the 
surface, program P-70 for  ascent aborts during descent (to be performed with the 
DPS), and program P-71 for  ascent aborts during descent [to be performed with the 
APS). All the programs use the vertical r ise and insertion logic described previously. 
They differ only by the targeting logic used to establish h e  desired orbit insertion con- 
ditions. For aborts at PDI and through the braking phase, the LM (as a result of the 
DO1 maneuver) is ahead of the CSM. During the approach and landing phases, the CSM 
moves ahead of the LM. Therefore, the desired orbit insertion conditions targeted by 
programs P-70 and P-71 vary as a function of phase relationship between the LM and 
CSM to establish rendezvous sequencing. Reference 7 coatains a complete description 
of the ascent guidance logic. 

The AV and propellant requirements. - The AV and propellant requirements 
a r e  determined by the nominal trajectory design, contingency requirements, and dis- 
persions. Consequently, the requirements for ascent, as for descent, have undergone 
continual change. The final design requirements a r e  given in reference 11. The final 
operation requirements a r e  given i.n table III. The required 6056-fps AV is estab- 
lished by the nominal insertion into a 9- by 45-nautical-mile orbit. In addition, a 
54-fps AV is provided for two contingencies. A 40-fps AV is provided for the first  
contingency, which is a switchover from PGNCS to AGS for inserting from an off- 
nominal trajectory caused by a malfunctioning PGNCS. A 14-fps AV is provided for 
the second contingency, in which the thrust-to-weight ratio is reduced in an abort from 
a touchdown situation wherein the LMis heavier than the nominal lift-off weight. (Some 
weight is nominally off-loaded on the lunar surface. ) Also, 19 pounds of propellant is 

- 
/I 

allotted for contingency engine valve malfunction as in the descent requirements. The 
allowance for dispersions is determined from the Monte Carlo analysis. As can be 
seen from III, the AV and propellant requirements are satisfied, with a positive 
margin of 48 pounds. 
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REAL-TIME ANALYS l S 

During the real-time situation, monitoring of the spacecraft systems and of the 
trajectory is performed continually both on board by the crew and on the ground by the 
flight controllers. This monitoring determines whether the mission is to be continued 
or  aborted as established by mission techniques prior to flight. The real -time situa- 
tion for Apollo 11 descent and ascent is described in the following section. 

Descent Orbit l nsertion 

The DO1 maneuver is performed on the far side of the moon (at a position in the 
orbit 180' prior to PDI) and is, therefore, executed and monitored solely by the crew. 
Of major concern during the burn is the performance of the PGNCS and the DPS. The 
DO1 maneuver is essentially a retrograde burn to reduce orbit altitude from approxi- 
mately 60 nautical miles to 50 000 feet for F, . and requires a AV reduction of 75 fps. 
This reduction is accomplished by throttling the DPS to 10-percent thrust for 15 sec- 
onds (c. g. trimming) and to 40-percent thrust for 13  seconds. An overburn of 12 fps 
(or 3 seconds) would cause Y.e LM tc? be on an impacting trajectory prior to PDI. 
Thus, the DO1 is monitored by the crew with the AGS during the burn and by range- 
rate tracking with the rendezvous radar (RR) immediately after the burn. If the ma- 
neuver is r~nsatisfactory, an immediate rendezvous with the CSM is performed with 
the AGS. For Apollo 11, this maneuver was nominal. (Down-range residuals after 
the burn were 0.4 fps. ) 

Powered Descent 

The powered descent is a complex maneuver which is demanding on both crew 
and systems performance. Therefore, as much manitoring as possible is performed 
on the ground in order to reduce crew activities and to use sop:~isticated computing 
techniques not possible on board. Obviously, time-critical failures and near-surface 
operations must be monitored on board by the crew for immediate action. Pertinent 
aspects of guidance, propulsion, and flight dynamics real-time monitoring of the pow- 
ered descent a r e  given as follows. 

The PGNCS monitoring. - To determine degraded performance of the PGNCS, the . 
ground fligbt controllers continually compare the LM velocity compciaents computed by 
ke PGNCS with thore computed by the AES and with those determined on the ground- 
through Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) tracking. That is, a two- out-of - three 
voting comparison logic is used to determine whether the PGNCS o r  the AGS is de- 
grading. The powered flight processor used to compute LM velocity from MSFN track- 
ing data is explained in referencz 14. Limit or  redlines for velocity residuals between 
the PGNCS and the MSFN computations and between the PGNCS and the AGS computa- 
tions a r e  established premission, based on the ability to abort on the PGNCS to a safe 
(30 000-foot perilune) orbit. 



In real time, the Apollo 11 PGPtCS and AGS performance was close to nominal; 
however, a large velocity difference between the PGNCS and the MSFN computations 
in the radial direction of 18 fps (limit line is 35 fps) was detected a t  PDI, remaining 
constant well into the burn. This e r ro r  did not indicate a system8 performance prob- 
lem, but rather an initialization e r ro r  in down-range position. This effect ia illustra- 
ted geometrically in figure 16. The PGNCS 

position and velocity ?E estimates 

a r e  used to initiate the MSFN powered 
flight processor. The MSFN direcliy 

senses the actual velocity ?A at the ac- 

tual position sA, but being initialized hy 
A 

the PGNCS state, applies a t  RE. 

Thus, a flight-path-angle e r ro r  Ay is LUNAR SURFACE 

introduced by a down-range-position e r ro r  CENTER OF MOON 
and shows up as a radial velocity differ- 

& 

ence AVDIFF. The magnitude of the Figure 16. - Effect of position e r ro r  on 
velocity comparison. 

velocity difference i n d i c a t  e s that the 
Apollo 11 L M  down-range position was in 
e r ro r  by approximately 3 nautical miles at PDI and throughout the powered descent to 
landing. The reason lor .  the down-range navigation er ror  was attributed to several 
small AV inputs to the spacecraft state in coasting flight. These inputs were from 
uncoupled RCS attitude maneuvers and cooling system venting not accounted for by the 
propagation of the predicted navigated state a t  PDI. 

The LM guidance computer (LGC) also monitors the speed a t  which it is per- 
forming computation tasks (navigation, guidance, displays, processing radar data, and 
auxiliary tasks). if the computer becomes overloaded or falls behind in accomplishing 
these tasks, an alarm is issued !to inform crew and flight controllers), and priorities 
a r e  established so that the more important tasks a r e  accomplished first. This alarm 
s y ~ t e m  is termed computer restart  protection. During real time, an erroneous volt- 
age signal from the RR was sent to the computer. This signal caused the computer to 
continually calculate angles from RR tracking of the CSM and consequently to fall be- .  
hind in completing its tasks. A s  a result, the alarm was displayed, and computation 
priorities were executed by the computer. The alarm was quickly recognized, and 
flight control monitoring indicated that guidance and navigation functions were being 
performed properly; thus, the descent was continued. Despite the initial position e r -  
ror  and the RR inputs, the PGNCS performed excellently during powered descent of the 
Apollo 11 mission. 

The DPS-PGNCS interface. - T9 determine in real time if the DPS is providing 
sufficisnt thrust to achieve the guidance targets, the flight controllers monitor a plot 
of guidance thrust command (GTC) versus horizontal velocity, as shown in figure 17. 



OTC. T E I C ~ N ~  Nominally, the GTC decreases (appraxi- 
mately parabolically) from an initial value 
near 160 percent to the throttleable level 

i 57 percent approximately 2 minutes (hori- 
I 
I zontal velocity being 1400 fps) prior to high 

nr inmust, l a  gate (horizontal t ,locity being 500 fps). If - NOMINAL (*awl the DPS produces off-nominal high thrust, ----- 3. DISMRIIONC - -  ACTUAL s horizontal velocity is being reduced more - - 9400 - 9aso rapidly than desired in order to reach high- 
1 1 1 1 1 1  gate conditions. Therefore, the GTC drops 

0 s 10 1 20 35 40 4s 50 55 d o '  to 57 percent earlier (at higher than nomi- 
HORIZQWI*I v a o a .  ~ r r  nal velocity) in order to guide to the desired 

position and velocity targets. This early 
Figure17m-Guidancet1'rustc0mmand throttledownresultniapropellmtineffi- 

versus horizontal velocity. ciency. If the DPS produces off-nominal 
low thrust, horizonkl velocity is not being 
reduced rapidly enough. Therefore, the 
GTC drops to 57 percent later (at lower 

velocity) in order to guide to the desired position and velocity. This later throttledown 
results ir increased propellant efficiency (i. e., longer operation a t  maximum thrutit). 
However, if no throttledown occurs prior to high gate (program switch from P-63 to 
P-64), the targets will not be satisfied, and the resulting trajectory may not be satis- 
factory (from the standpoint of visibility). In fact, for  extremely low thrust, the guid- 
ance solution for GTC can diverge (fig. 17); as TGO becomes small, the guihlce calls 
for more a i ~ d  more thrust in order to achieve i ts  targets. This divergence can result 
in an unsafe trajectory, one from which an abort cannot be satisfactorily performed. 
The 2-minute bias for throttle recovery prior to high gate provider sufficient margin 
for 30 low thrust even with propellant valve malfunction. However, flight controllers 
monitor GTC to assure satisfactory interface between DPS and PGNCS operation. A 
mission rule was established that called for an abort based on GTC divergmce. Dur- 
ing Apollo 11, the DPS thrust was nearly nominal (fig. 17); thus, 90 DPS-PGNCS inter- 
face problems were encountered. 

The LR-PGNCS interface. - Normally, LR update of the PGNCS altitude estimate 
is expected to occur (by crew input) at  an altitude of 39 000 f 5000 feet (30 dispersion). 
Without LR altitude updating, systems and navigation e r ro r s  are such that the descent 
cannot be safely completed. In fact, it is unsafe to try to achieve high gate (where the 
crev can visually assess  the approach) without altitude updating. Thus, a mission rule 
for real-time operation was established that called for aborting the descent q.' a 
PGNCS-estimated altitude of 10 000 feet if altitude updating has not been established. 

In addition to the concern for  the time initial altitude updating occurs is the con- 
cern for the amount of altitude updating (that is, the difference between PGNCS and LR 
altitude determinations Ah). If the LM is actually higher than the PGNCS estimate, 
the LR will determine the discrepancy and update the PGNCS. The @;dance then tries 
to steer down rapidly to achieve the targets. A s  a result of the rapid changes, altitude 
rates may increase to an unsafe level for  aborting the descent. That is, should an 
abort be r e ~ i r e d ,  the altitude rates could not be nulled by the ascent engine in time to 
prevent surface collision. The Ah limits necessary to avoid these rates a r e  shown in 



figure 18. Notice that over the estimated 
30 region of LR initial updating (which at  
the time of that analysie was centered at 
an altitude of only 35 600 feet instead of 
39 000 feet), the Ah limits a r e  much 
greater than the + 3 ~  navigation estimates 
of Ah. However, flight controllers, as 
well as the crew, monitor C4, to m a r e  . 
the boundary is not exceeded before incor- o;:;;;;e to poration of the LR altitude updating. If 
the boundary is exceeded, then the data a re  
not incorporated, and an abort is called. 
When the LM ie  actually lower than ceti- 
mated, no excessive rates a r e  encountered 
upon LR updating. It is necessary only 20  as 30 a8 40 4s SO * 10) 
that the LM altitude and altitude rate be 1~ UIDAW AI~~WDI, tl 

above the abort limits, whf .-h are defined 
in the section of this repori entitled "Tra- Figure 18. - Landing-radar altitud2 
jectory Limits. " updates. 

During Apollo 11, the LR acquired lock-on to the lunar eurface during the rota- 
tion to face-up attitude a t  an altitude of 97 000 feet. The Ah was -1200 feet (indicating 
that the LM was actually low). This small amount of Ah can madlly be attributed to 
terrain variations. Since no limits were violated, the data were incorporated after a 
short period of monitoring a t  ea altitude of 31 600 feet. The Ah readily converged to 
a small value of 100 feet within 30 seconds. The LR velocity updates were incorpo- 
rated nominally, b e g i ~ i n g  a t  a 29 000-foot altitude. As  expected, LR signal dropouts . 
were encountered at low altitudes (below 500 feet) but presented no p~oblem. (When 
the velocity becomes small along the LR beams, depending on the attitude and approach 
velocity, zero Doppler shift can be encountered; hence, no ~Lgnal occurs. ) 

Trajectory limits. - During real time, trajectory limits ars monitored for flight 
safety. The prime criteria for flight safety a r e  the ability to abort the deecent a t  any 
time until the final decision to commit to taucndown. Thus, flight dynamics limits a r e  
placed on altitude a?;d altitude rate, as shown in.figure 19. Notice that the nominal 
trajectory design does not approach the limits until late in the descent, after the crew 
has had ample time for visual assessment of the sthation. The limits shown a r e  based 
on APS abort with a 4-second free fall for crew action delay or  a DPS abort with a 
20-secor communcations delay for ground notification. The flight controllers and the 
crew mcsitor altitude and altitude rate, but because of communication delays with the 
ground, the flight controllera only advise, based on projected trends. The Apollo 11 
altitude and altitude rate profile shown in figure 19 was near nominal. 
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Crew visual assessment. - As stated - NOMINAL 
PDI -- 30 DISPERSIONS previously, the approa.ch a n d landing ---- ACTUAL phases have been designed to providc crew 

visibility of the landing area .  Tiiis provi- 
40 - sion allows the crew to a s se s s  the accent- 
35 - 

DPS THROTTLEY 
ability of the landing a rea  - to decide to 

30 - cront~nue toward the landing area o r  t 3  re- 
designate (with LPD o r  manual control) a 
landing away from it. During Apollo 11, 
because of the initial navigatior. e r ro r s ,  
the descent was guided into the generally 
rough a rea  surrounding West Crater  (see 
fig. 20 and the section of this report en- 

2 0 - 2  - 4  -6 .b -10 . I2 -14 -16 -18 -10 - 2 2 -  10 
ALT1:UDE RATE. FYS titled ''The PGNCS Monitoring1'). West 

Crater  i s  inside the premission mapped 
Figure 19. - Altitude v e r s i s  altltude rate a r ea  a.pproxirnately 3 nautical miles west 

during powered descent. of center. Unfortunately, because of the 

CROSS 
RANG€. 
N MI 

Figure 20. -. Apollo 11 landing site. 

guidance program alarms,  the commander was unable to concentrate on the window 
view until late in the descent (near low pate). Thus, crew visual a s s e s s m e ~ t  during 
the approach phase was minimal, resulting in continued approach into the West Crater  
area. This statement i s  discussed further in the subsequent section entitled "Post- 
flight Analysis. ' l  



Ascen! 

h r i n g  the real-time situation, the crew and flight controllers continually moni- 
tor the systerr.s and trajectory for detection of off-nominal performance. Of primary 
cancern i *the performance of the tiPS and the FSNCS. The APS, of course, must 
perfmm, as no backup ~ropil lsion oyat?m i s  :~rovided. Should the APS fail during the 
f i d  30 seconds of ascent, the RCS can complete the insertion. The PGNCS perform- 
ance i s  monitored by the AGS and powered flight processor, using MSFN tracking in 
the same manner as in the descent guidance monitoring. The limit lines a r e  se t  fo r  
completion df the ascent en the ASS should the PGNCS performance degrade. 

In real time, the PGNCS (as well as the AGS) performance was excellent, and 
guidance switchover was not i-equired. The APS performance was also excellent. In- 
sertion occurred a t  7 minutes 15 szconds f rom lift-off, with 7 minutes 18 seconds being 
the operational trajectory prediction. 

POSTR. IGHT ANALYS I S 

Posff light arialysis i s  conducted t3 determine how the actual flight performance 
compared with the premission planning. The purpose of pcstflight analysis is to de- 
termine i f  the premission planning was adequate and, if not, to determine the cha:ges 
required f qr subsequent flights. A brief descriptior: df the Apoll3 11 postfiighf results 
for LM descent and ascent, application of these results to Apollo 12 planning and a 
preliminary postflight estimate of Apollo 12 a r e  given. 

Apol l i~  11 Desceni and Ascent 

Descent. - The DO1 manewer  was perfornled nominally, a3 discussed in the pre- 
ceding section. The evenrs during powered descent a r e  tabulated in b b l e  IV. The 
braking phase events were near- nominal (table I). Rotation to a windows-up attitude 
was delayed slightly because cf the crew's selection of a slow rotation rate. This ro- 
tation delay resulted in the slight delay in acquiring LR (which was acuilired prior to 
completion of the rotation). The approiith phase, as shown in figure 21, also agreed 
weil with premission planning. As shown previously (fig. 20). the descent headed into 
the area near West Crater  because of initial navigation e r r o r  (approxlmately 3 nautical 
miles down range). During the approacli phase, the LPD indicated to the commander 
+ h t  the automatic system was gulding to a landing up range di West Crater.  Later on, 
the landing appeared to be heading into the rock field just beyond West .Crater. This 
uncertainty was due to several f ~ c t o r s :  the time rate of change in LPIj angle, e r r o r s  
introduced by terrain variations (primarily slope), and the lack of time for visual as- 
sessment because of crew diversion to guidance prozram alarms.  (Refer to the section 
entitled " Real-Time Analysis. " ) Therefore, not until the beginning of the landing - - - - -  . 



TABLE IV. - LUNAR DESCENT EVENT TIMES 

Event 

Acquisition of data 
LK on 
Alinement ~f abort guidance to primary guidance 
Yaw maneuver to obtain improved communications 
Altitude of 50 000 feet 
Propellant -settling firing s ta r t  
Descent engine ignition 
Fixed- throttle position (crew repcrt) 
Face-up yaw maneuver in process 
LR data good 
Face -up maneuver cclmplete 
1202 alarm (computer determined) 
Enabling of radar updates 
Altitude less  than 30 000 fee t  (inhibit X-axis cverride) 
Velocity less  than 2000 f ps  (start  LR velocity update) 
1202 alarm 
Throttle recovery 
Program P -64 entered 
LR antenna to position 2 
Attitude hold (handling qualities check) 
Automatic guidance 
1201 alarm (computer determined) 
LR low scale ( less than 2500 feet) 
1202 alarm (compuier determined) 
1202 alarm (corr,puter determined) 
Landing -point redesignation 
Attitude hold 
Update of abort guidance altitudc 
Program P -66 entered 
LR data not good 
LR data gocd 
Propellant low-level sensor light on 
LR data not good 
LR data good 
Landing 
Engine off - 

a ~ r o c n d  elapsed time. 



phase did the co~nmander try tc; avoid the large a r ea  of rough terrain by taking over 
manual control (P-66 gsiciance) a t  an altitude of 410 feet when the forward velocity was 
only 50 fps. An LPD input was made, as shown in table IV; but in discussions with the 
crew, i t  was deterrninec; that this ini~ut was inadvertent. The landing phase i s  illus- 
trated in figure 22, and the grf  .ndtrack i s  shown in f i g i r e  23. The landing site is 
shown to have been moved, throukh manual maneuvering, approximately 1100 feet  down 
ranee and 400 feet c ros s  range f rom where the auto~llatic guided descent (under P-64/ 
P-65 control) would have landed. The attitude profile nr:d the altitude/altitude-rate 
profile a r e  shown in figures 24 and 25, respectively. The somewhat erra t ic  behavior 
of these profiles can best be explained by Collllllander Neil A. Armstrong's comments 
to the Society of Experimental Test Pilots nxzting in Los Angeles on September 26, 
1969, "1 [was] just absolutely adamant about 111y God-given right to be wishy-.washy 
about where I was going to land. " 
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Figure 2 1. - Apollo 11 approach phase. Figure 22. - Apollo 11 landing phase. 
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Figure 23. - Apollo 11 groundtrack - landing phase. 
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Figure 24. - Attitude profile - landing 
phase. 

The propellant situation during the 
landing phase i s  summarized in figure 26. 
Touchdown is  shown to have occurred 40to 
50 seconds prior to propellant deple t i~n,  
only 20 to SO seconds from the landing/ 
abort decision point, and approximately 52 
to 62 seconds longer than predicted for an 
automatic landing. The flying time below 
500 feet was approximately 2 minutes 
28 seconds. 
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Apollo 11, the f i r s t  manned lunar land- 

scent was nominal until the beginning cf 
the landing phase (an altitude of approxi- 
mately 410 feet), a t  which time the com- 

size of the a rea  was such that the crew 
should have been able to detect and effi- 

voted to visual assessment. Adequate vis- 
ual assessment was not possible during 
Apollo 11 becausc nf the guidance program 

has been corrected. 
Figure 26. - Landing phase events. 

Ascent. - A summary of ascent is 
given in table V and compared with premis- 
sion estimates. In summary, this comparison indicates that no anomalies occurred 
during the ascent burn and that the insertion targets were closeiy satisfied. The - 
3-second difference in burn time i s  attributed to a slightly highe; actual thrust-to- 
weight ratio than predicted. There i s  no means for determining whether the difference 
was due to high thrust o r  l e s s  weight. Usable APS propellant at cut-off was estimated 
to be approximately 250 pounds. 



TABLE V. - APOIILO 11 ASCENT SUMMARY 

(a) Events 

- - - 

(b) Insertion conditions 

1 

Event 

-- 
End of vertical r ise 

Insertion (APS cut-off) 

Beginning of velocity residual trim 

Residual trim complete 

(c) Parameters 

TFI, min:sec 

Measurement 
tqrpe 

Premission 

PGNCS (real time) 

AGS (real time) 

MSF'N (real time) 

Postflight 

Asctnt targets 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Radial velocity, fps 32.2 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Down-range velocity, fps 5594.9 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cross range to be steered out, n. mi. 1.7 

Insertion altitude, ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  60 000 

Premission 

0: 10 

7: 18 

- - 
- - 

PGNCS velc~ity residuals (LM body coordinates) 
v &Is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
gx' 

-2 .1 

Actual - 
0: 10 

7: 15 

7:  33 

8:37 

Altitude, 
ft 

60 085 

60 602 

60 019 

61 249 

60 300 

v fps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m' -0. 1 

V,,fps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.8 

Resulting orbit after residual trim 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Apolune altitude, n. mi. 47.3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Perilune altitude, n. mi. 9.5 

Radial 
velocity, 

fpa 

32 

3 3 

30 

35 

32 

Down-range 
velocity, 

fpe 

5535.6 

5537.0 

5537.9 

5540.7 

5537.0 



Apollo 12 Planning 

Apollo 12 had the same major mission objective as Apollo 11, namely, to land 
men on the moon and return them safely to earth. In addition, a secondary objective 
for Apollo 12 was to demonstrate pinpoint landing capability, required for  future scien- 
tific missions, by landing within a 1. 0-kilometer (0. 54 nautical mile) radius of the tar- 
get, near the Surveyor Ill  spacecraft located at Apollo site 7 Catitude 3. 0' N, longitude 
2 3 . 4 "  W). Basically, the planning philosophy for  Apollo 12 descent and ascent remained 
the same as the philosophy for Apollo 11. However, since Apollo 11 landed approxi- 
mately 3 nautical miles off target and consumed morz propellhnt for terrain avoidance 
than anticipated, several minor changes were considered for Apollo 12 descent. These 
changes were concerned with alleviating AV and propellant requirements and with 
more efficiently correcting position e r r o r s  during the descent. 

Two methods for alleviating propellant requirements were proposed. The first 
method was to perform DO1 with the CSM before undocking the LM, perhaps even com- 
biniry: DO1 with the lunar orbit icsertion maneuver. By using this method, the LM AV 
and propellant requirements can be reduced by '15 fps and 190 pounds of propellant, 
which increases hover o r  translatign time available in the landing phase by 20 seconds. 
The planning time for analysis and the crew activity time line did not permit incorpo- 
ration of this method for  Apollo 12. However, the method has been determined to be 
feasible and i s  currently planned for use on Apollo 13 and subsequent missions. The 
secoild method was to modulate the DPS thrust 10 to 12 times between FTP (maximum) 
and , percent (upper throttle region) in order to correct thrust dispersions. In using 
this method, the 2-minute throttle r e c ~ ~ e r y  region prior to high gate can be eliminated, 
resulting in about the same savings as the f i rs t  method. This modulation requires a 
change to the basic guidance logic, considerable systems dispersion analysis, and DPS 
testing over this duty cycle before incorporating the logic. The second method also 
could not be incorporated in Apollo 12 planning, but i s  being considered for  future nlis- 
sions. Thus, the Apollo 12 4V and propellant requirements for descent remained the 
same as the Apollo 11 AV and propellant requirements. 

Two means for providing more efficiency in correcting position during descent 
were proposed. The f i rs t  means was to take advantage of the detection of down-range 
position e r ro r  by the powered flight processor during the braking phase. (See the 
section entitled "The PGNCS Monitoring. ")  Analysis showed that large updates in 
down-range o r  up-range target position could be made for small changes in AV and 
throttle recovery time (fig. 27). In addition, dispersion analysis using this update in- 
dicated that down- range dispersions would be reduced to approximately -e 1. 3 nautical 
miles as shown in figure 28. A minor change to the guidancelogic to al.low the crew to 
ma-nually input (through the DSKY) updates to the landing- site coordinates sent from the 
ground was required. The guidance change was made, tind this proposed technique was 
approved for use on Apollo 12. The second method proposed was to change the g u i m c e  
targeting for the approach and landing phases (P-64 guidance) in order to enhance re- 
designation (LPD) and manual maneuvering capabilities. Use of these capabilities 
would be required in order to reduce the 30 dispersions shown in figure 28 to a 
1-ki!ometer radius for pinpoint landing. The results of a limited study for varying 
horizontal and vertical velocity a t  low gate (500 feet) with vertical descent targeted to 
a 100-foot altitudo a r e  shown in figure 29. It was determined that by increasing for- 
ward velocity a t  530 feet from 60 to 80 fps, significant gains in redesignation capabil- 
i ty  (fig. 30) were achieved while altitude rate w a s  maintained a t  16 fps. In addition, 
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Figure 27. - Landing-site update capability during braking phase. 

Figure 28. - Fredicted Apollo 12 landing dispersions. 
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this trajectory resulted in a slowly chaslg- 10 

ing o r  more constant LPD time history 
during approach, as shown in figure 31. 40 

Therefore, this proposal was also accepted 
for  the Apollo 12  operational trajectory s o 
planning. AMOLR, L P O  

OSO 40  

In summary, the Apollo 12  descent 
and ascent used the same design as the 1 0  

Apollo 11 descent and ascent. The descent 
approach andlanding phase 'trajectory were 2 o o 20 40 60 00 100 110 140 140 

speeded up slightly. The capability to up- 
date the landing-site position during the TIM( FROM I, on OAT@, ssc 

braking phase was added. Finally reduc- 
tion in b e  descen; AV and propellant re.. Figure 31. - Comparison of LPD profiles. 
quirements for missions subsequent to 
Apollo 12  is contemplated. 



Preliminary Apollo 12 Postflight Analysis 

The second manned lunar landing occurred on November 19, 1969, at Apollo si te  7 
in the Ocean of Storms (latitude 3.0' S, longitude 23.4' W), adjacent to the cra ter  con- 
taining Surveyor 111. As of this writing, h e  postflight a rwys is  i s  not completed; how- 
ever,  a few events during the descent are worthy of comment. (The data presented Sn 
this section, since they are preliminary, are subject to chrtnge as more postflight data 
become available. ) 

During powered descent, all  systems performed acel lent ly  (with not even a pro- 
gram alarm). The PDI occurred 5 nauticdl milns north of the nominal groundtrack. 
This cross-range distance was known to the guidance and was steered out during the 
brzking phase for a minimal AV of a.ppraximately 10 fps. Also, at PIII, an up-range 
position e r r o r  of 4200 feet  was determined by the powered flight processor. Thus, the 
imding-site position was updated (moved down range) early in the braking phase by that 

This resulted in a 5-second-narly throttle recovery and a slight AV penalty 
(fig. 27). A down-range redesignatioi~ of 4200 feet in the approach phase could have 
been performed, if necessary - however, not as cheaply as the braking phase update 
(figs. 27 and 30). During the ?-pproach phase, the commander performed several re- 
designations; however, the largest is estimated to be only 800 feet. A plot of the 
guidance-targeted landing site as a result of these redeslgnations is shown in figures 32 
and 33, along with a groundtrazk of the landing phase trajectory under P-66 control. 
The time of flight in the landing phase below 50') feet is estimated to be 2 minutes, and 
total powered descent took 12 minutes 26 seconds (premission automatic nominal land- 
ing, 11 minutes 20 seconds). Touchdown occurred 35 seconds after low-level light ON, 
o r  approximately 60 seconds prior to the landing/abort decision point. This margin is 
almost twice the Apollo 11 margin. Ago110 12 st irred up more dust than Apollo 11 dur- 
ing final tauchciown, resulting in considerable loss  of visibility. What effect, if any, 
this will have on future mission planning has not yet been determined. 
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Figure 32. - Apollo 12 groundtrack and altih!de history. 
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Figure 33. - Apollo 12 groundtrack - landing phase. 

In summary, Apollo 12, the second highly successful manned lunar landing, 
achieved the first pinpoint landiag. This achievement greatly enhances the possibili- 
t ies  for  lunar exploration into the rougher mountainous a r e a s  of particular interest to 
the scientists. 

CONCLUD I NG REMARKS 

The premission planning for the lunar descent and ascent mission phases which 
led to the f irst ,  highly successful manned landing on the moon and return from the 
moon has been presented and compared with actual flight results. The Apollo 11 lunar 
module descent and ascent, the maneuvers that could be flight simulated only by actu- 
ally performing the lunar landing, compared excellently with premission planning. An 
initial navigation e r r o r  caused tne landing to Se approximately 3 nautical miles down 
ranre from the target, but the landing was still within the premission mapped area.  
The original three-phase descent design and contingency planning afforded the crew the 
opportunity, late in  the descent, to maneulrer o1.it of an a r ea  of rough terrain to a suc- 
cessful t.ouchdown. 
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As a result of Apollo 11 postflight analysis, only two minor changes .Mere incor- 
porated in deecent planning for Apollo 12. The first change was the provision of a 
navigation update of the landing oite early in the braking phase in order to enhance pin- 
point landing capability. The eecond change was a slight modification tc, t;,e descent 
targeting in order tc  enhance the landing-site redesignation and manual translation 
capability in the approach and landing phases. 

Apollo 12, the second highly successful manned lunar landing mission, again 
demonstrated excellent comparison with p remi~s ion  planning for descent and ascent. 
rhr ing descent, the landing-site navigation update and redesignation capabilities were 
used, along with manual maneuvering, to achieve the f i rs t  pinpoint landing. The pin- 
point landing, within 608 feet of the Surveyor III spacecraft, has provided confidence 
for premission planning of future manned lunar exploration missions. 

Manned Spacecraft Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Houston, Texas, March 19, 1970 
076- 00- 00- Q0- 72 
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